
COMPLIANCE & RISK
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

Bloomberg Vault analyzes & archives 
Salesforce Files & Chatter.
SALESFORCE CHATTER MUST BE ARCHIVED
Many regulated firms use Salesforce Chatter for communication, collaboration and 
information sharing. What many firms do not realize is that as one of the largest 
enterprise social networking platforms in the world, Chatter is subject to many of the 
same regulatory requirements as other forms of social media.

Chatter content must be captured and archived on write-once-read-many (WORM) 
storage just like other unstructured data such as email and instant messaging. It 
must be easily searchable so specific pieces of content can be retrieved in a timely 
manner. Failure to capture or produce Chatter data may result in significant fines 
and potentially significant liabilities during eDiscovery. 

BLOOMBERG VAULT GOVERNS SOCIAL MEDIA
Just as Salesforce offers a valuable cloud service for CRM, Bloomberg Vault is a 
leading managed service for archiving and data management. It is an end-to-end 
solution that consolidates compliance, legal search and retention management 
within a single, comprehensive solution for content and communications from 
Salesforce and many other social media sources. Bloomberg Vault leverages 
the global technology infrastructure and high-touch customer service model of 
Bloomberg L.P., and is uniquely positioned to offer a premium compliance, search 
and analytics experience. 

SEARCH- & POLICY-BASED ARCHIVING;  
COMPLIANCE ON SALESFORCE FILES
Salesforce is reinventing enterprise file sharing through an enhanced collaboration 
experience built for the workplace. Videos, presentations, marketing sheets and 
business documents are now version-managed and accessible from anywhere 
within the Salesforce platform. But while the advantages of data flowing throughout 
an integrated platform such as Salesforce are expanding, concerns relating to 
compliance, eDiscovery and data management are growing as well. Bloomberg 
Vault’s “File Analytics” solution for Salesforce Files can help companies mitigate 
compliance risk by offering the ability to search across, analyze and compliantly 
archive files originating or shared within the Salesforce platform.

Combined with the enterprise modules of File Analytics, companies can offer 
visibility into Salesforce files alongside file shares, collaboration sites and the 
Bloomberg Vault archive. 

VAULT: 
SALESFORCE 
INTEGRATION

Look for Bloomberg Vault on 
the Salesforce AppExchange.
appexchange.salesforce.com

APPS:
 • Bloomberg Vault for Files
 •  Bloomberg Vault for Chatter
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CORPORATE COMMUNICATION DATA

COMPLIANCE & GOVERNANCE

STRUCTURED DATA & FILES

TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
Learn more about Bloomberg Vault’s solution for empowering employees by 
providing them access to their historical emails managed in the archive. Contact us 
at +1 212 617 6580, vaultsales@bloomberg.net or call your regional representative 
to schedule a personalized demonstration.
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BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE 
To succeed today, financial institutions must 
respond to challenges that are not addressed 
by traditional approaches. They require 
world-class solutions that integrate people, 
processes, information and technology for 
the front office, middle office and operations. 
Bloomberg partners with these institutions to 
protect and capitalize on data, manage risk, 
deliver transparency and control costs. Through 
enterprise-level expertise and three decades 
of deep industry experience, Bloomberg 
creates real value through the use of innovative 
technology that turns data into a strategic asset. 

ENTERPRISE ADVANTAGES
Bloomberg Vault delivers important benefits across the enterprise: 

Risk and compliance teams will be able to implement policies consistently 
across all communication and collaboration platforms. Bloomberg Vault enables 
an integrated approach that makes it easy to apply and enforce the policies that 
help create common guidelines and practices such as retention management, 
supervision and automatic or search-based archiving.   

Legal and eDiscovery teams will enjoy having just one system to manage 
their search, investigation and collection work flows, one that offers exceptional 
customer service and can easily be adjusted and supported self-service or with 
the help of Bloomberg Vault technical account managers.

Executive management will appreciate significantly reduced costs from 
moving data management and archiving to a single, integrated, managed service, 
eliminating the need to maintain and upgrade multiple platforms.

Bloomberg Vault is a managed service for 
the archiving and management of data from 
Salesforce Chatter, the Bloomberg Professional® 
service and many other social media sources.
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